Providing a complete print management solution
that leads from laptop to letterbox

Supporting democracy, 360 degrees

End-to-end print fulfilment

We understand that local authorities are strapped for time
and under increasing pressure from demanding processes,
legislative changes and even unexpected elections.

Our print management solution forms part of our electoral
portfolio to allow you to run your elections with complete
confidence.

As a leading supplier of electoral services, Idox Elections
provides a premium end-to-end portfolio that delivers
across all areas of elections management. We do this by
combining unrivalled flexibility, range and resource with an
exceptional support service and in-depth understanding of
customer needs.

We have extensive experience delivering superior print
solutions that comply with all electoral legislation, are
approved by Royal Mail, and that manage the complexities
of the print process so that you don’t have to.

For local authorities seeking an effective print solution
that generates efficiencies and savings while helping to
meet electoral responsibilities, then look no further…

idoxgroup.com/elections

Our support spans the print spectrum, from consultation
and design to project management, printing and mailing,
ensuring we work as part of your team to provide a
branded, premium service tailored to your satisfaction.

Our range of printable documents
includes:

»»Election Registration Documents
»»HEF Canvass
»»ITR Canvass
»»Poll Cards & Poll Letters
»»Ordinary and Tendered Ballot Books
»»Postal Voting Packs
»»Oversized Ballot Papers
»»CNLs
»»Postal Vote Rejection Letters

Our print solution includes:

»»A dedicated Project Manager, ensuring a consultative
approach to your needs

»»Production of all required materials such as poll cards,
postal packs and ballot books

»»Intuitive web-based application which facilitates rapid
and secure data exchange and processing in one,
secure location

»»Data integrity checks, removing duplications and the
risk of contamination between postal ballots and station
ballots

»»Swift proofing, editing and approval online, ensuring full
control at all times

»»On-site quality control team for accuracy and quality
assurance

Our software offers:

»»Security:

we adhere to leading industry standards
for the encrypted transmission of data ensuring 128bit
encryption during all file transfers

»»‘Clean’ data: designed and developed to recognise
data inconsistencies from files received and uploaded to
the system

»»Visibility: provides instant feedback for data uploads
via a full automated report that details data content. All
data files, reports and proofs are also stored during the
election to provide easy access and reference

»»Traceability: all actions, completion dates and times
and owners are stored for audit purposes. Users are also
able to view the status of each order such as when it has
been produced or dispatched

»»Convenience: user-friendly interface that permits all

transactions and proofing to be carried out through a
single online portal. Our proofing tool allows customers
to view data immediately after upload and modify their
final print item on-screen without re-keying data

»»Efficiency:

automatically generates real-time email
alerts each time an action is required, and at each key
milestone in the printing process
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Demonstrable experience – some examples
from 2017:

»»Scottish Local Government Elections. We supported
all 32 Scottish local authorities to deliver:

735,027
the number of postal
packs printed and
dispatched

3.8

Why choose Idox Elections?

»»Over 25 years’ experience delivering a first-class service

million

the number of ballot
papers printed and
dispatched

tailored to customer needs

»»Trusted partner to over 90% of local authorities, with the

2.2

million
the number of poll
cards printed
and dispatched

scope and breadth of the wider Idox group

»»Expertise that covers all elections and referenda from
Local to Parliamentary and European elections

»»Mayoral, County Council, Parish Elections. We
provided:

»»All printing undertaken in the UK with two secure printing

140,000

sites in close proximity

»»150-strong team providing unmatched capability and
resource

»»Responsible for servicing a client base across the UK and
Europe, covering millions of voters and distribution to 59
different countries

»»Established

500,000

the number of postal
packs printed and
dispatched

the number of ballot
papers printed and
dispatched

links with the Cabinet Office, Electoral
Commission and the Association of Electoral
Administrators

200,000

the number of poll
cards printed
and dispatched

Keen to find out more?
We’re leading the way in the provision of innovative, cost -effective solutions that help our customers deliver across all
areas of elections management. From 2018, we will also be offering a combined eCanass/print service demonstrating
our commitment to meeting the challenges of today and beyond.
Find out more about what we can do for you.
Please contact marketing@idoxgroup.com or visit www.idoxgroup.com/elections

www.idoxgroup.com/elections
marketing@idoxgroup.com
0870 333 7101
@IdoxElections

